The Romance of Venice
Featuring Seven exemplary Los Angeles gardens...

The Secret Garden
Landscape Design by Garrett Carbon
An enchanted, magical place for young children. It provides visitors, both young and old, with a sanctuary and an aura of magic.

A Nostalgic Garden Sanctuary
Landscape Design by Diane Allen-Axeholm and Diana Green of Green Print Design
Elegant hedge gardens with romantic ornamentation and lush pathways encircle this restored Grand Mediterranean

Southern Garden
Continuing maintenance by Orinico Garcia
A Southern springtime in Brentwood. A luminous garden filled with fragrant roses, hollyhocks, poppies and sweet peas to delight the senses

Hummingbird Paradise
Landscape Design by Susan Lindsay
Luxuriant descending gardens of flowering trees, palms and tropicals embrace sculpture, koi pond, waterfall, pool, serpented orchard, herb garden, pergola and artist's studio

Jennifer's Garden
Landscape Design by Chuck Watkins
A delightful Old World garden reflecting tradition, sublimity, fantasy and romance. Leaves one wondering...What's next? as contemplation gardens representing the four seasons unfold

Behind the Birch Grove
Landscape Design by Christina London Ltd.
Outside living spaces combine the ease of California living with elements of a classical English Garden: rambling rose lobbies, herbaceous borders, hydrangea walk

The Legendary Robinson Garden Estate
Original Landscape Design by Charles Gibbs Adams
Contributing design by Michael Kristiansen
Champion rare trees, noble palm collection, classical and elegant Mediterranean revival gardens
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The Virginia Robinson Gardens is nestled on 6.2 acres in the heart of Beverly Hills and serves as an important horticultural research center. The Beaux Arts Style residence and lush grounds, listed on the National Register of Historic Places, provide a rare look at life in early twentieth century Los Angeles. Funds from this event will help preserve the Virginia Robinson Gardens and continue to support our community outreach programs.
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Enjoy the following exhibitions and presentations during your visit to the Virginia Robinson Gardens...

Presenting

Cristina Ferrare
Author of

Family Entertaining: Celebrating the Life of the Home

Will be signing copies of her book throughout the day.

Book will be available for purchase at the event.

Floral Masterpieces
Beverly Flowers and Gifts
Life Brown Designs
Dutch Flower House
The Empey Vase
Marc Byrd of Florabotics
Flowers
Flowers by Dolores
Jacobs Maarse Florist
Laurel's Custom Florists
LA Premiere Flowers
Mark's Garden
C.J. Matsunoto and Sons
Rondel-Vons Flowers
TIPS-The Flower Shop
White House Custom Florals

Room Designs and Embellishments
Anichini
Anthropologie
David Orgell
Creary's
Joc Ruggiero Interior Design
Pierre Desch
Ponzi
Quintessence
Room with a View
Smith and Hawken

Home and Garden Boutique
Burnett Antiques
Canyon View Glassware
Hall Collinson's bronze
Yoromo Elefini Porcelain
Fred Segal's Hats
Gifts from the Heart
Nikros

The Outdoor Room
Robin Siegelman
Hull Slone Jewelry
23rd Street Jewelers
Penny Wintenberg's - Vintage
Pillows and Lampshades
Yardworks
Zoe Green Fine Blankets